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Abstract. In this paper we present the architecture and framework for a
benchmark suite that has been developed as part of the DeSiDeRaTa project.
The proposed benchmark suite is representative of the emerging generation of
distributed, mission-critical, real-time control systems that operate in dynamic
environments. Systems that operate in such environments may have unknown
worst-case scenarios, may have large variances in the sizes of the data and
event sets that they process (and thus, have large variances in execution
latencies and resource requirements), and may be very difficult to characterize
statically, even by time-invariant statistical distributions. The proposed
benchmark suite (called DynBench) is useful for evaluation of the Quality of
Service (QoS) management and/or Resource Management (RM) services in
distributed real-time systems.
As such, DynBench includes a set of
performance metrics for the evaluation of the QoS and RM technologies in
dynamic distributed real-time systems. The paper demonstrates the successful
application of DynBench in evaluation of the DeSiDeRaTa QoS management
middle-ware.

Introduction and Background
Fig. 1 [Koob98] shows a generic Quality of Service (QoS) management
architecture for distributed real-time systems. The distributed real-time applications
are supported by a set of translucent systems layers that provide communication
libraries, group communication facilities, and other support routines. Additionally,
the system provides a set of middle-ware components to support QoS negotiation and
Resource Management (RM). A typical application requires a set of QoS parameters
such as real-time deadlines and fault-tolerance capabilities. On the other hand, the
1
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system at any given time can provide some level of QoS for the applications, given its
available resources. Thus, the QoS negotiation components need to detect the
available system resources and reconcile the applications' requirements with the
system’s resources. The resource management component is then deployed to reallocate the resources to the applications according to the negotiated QoS.
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Fig. 1. A generic QoS management architecture for distributed system.

The behavior of a typical distributed real-time system application, shown in Fig. 1,
may be dynamic in at least 3 dimensions: (1) the application's input data size and
event arrival rates may be unknown; (2) the application may be scalable and faulttolerant, implying that the number of program components at execution time can vary;
and, (3) the application behavior may be influenced by independent events, such as
load of a host or network. There are a number of QoS negotiation and RM
technologies [H+97, CS+97, DL97, Hon97, RLLS97, RSYJ97, ZBS97] that are
deployed in distributed real-time systems. However, there are no standard
benchmarks, with the outlined dynamic behaviors, that can be used to evaluate such
technologies. The goal of this work is to address this void. In this paper we present
(i) the design and development of a benchmark suite and the framework to control the
dynamic behavior of the benchmark in a repeatable way, and (ii) the definition and
implementation of performance assessment metrics for evaluation of QoS and RM
technologies.
To validate and assess QoS negotiation and resource management middle-ware in
distributed real-time systems, there needs to be a generic, repeatable, and
deterministic experimental setup. As part of the DeSiDeRaTa (Dynamic, Scalable,
Dependable, Real-Time systems) project, we developed DynBench, a Dynamic realtime Benchmark suite. DeSiDeRaTa provides the QoS negotiation and RM middleware needed to address the needs of dynamic distributed real-time systems
[Ravin98a-b, Welch97a, Welch98a-d].
For distributed real-time systems that have strong QoS requirements, a benchmark
must have the following properties: (i) scalability, (ii) allowance of varying input
rates for unknown environments, (iii) consideration of the unpredictable environment
(host or network) behavior, and (iv) provision of facilities for easy collection of

metrics from heterogeneous system architectures and networks. DynBench has been
designed to have all of the above characteristics.
Traditional computing benchmarks (e.g., Dhrystone [Wei84], Whetstone [Cur76],
AIM[Pri89], Linpack [Wei90], Livermore Loops, NAS Kernels, Fhourstones) are
inadequate for characterizing dynamic distributed real-time systems. Primarily, they
were not designed to exhibit behavior characteristic of control systems, such as
periodic, transient and transient periodic activation/deactivation. Also, they focus on
component level benchmarking; thus, they do not provide the notion of large grain
entities with end-to-end timing constraints. The Rhealstone benchmark [Kar89] also
has a small grain focus, but it focuses on system features that are relevant to real-time
systems. It measures task switch time, preemption time, interrupt latency time, intertask message latency, semaphore shuffle time, and deadlock-break time for
components of real-time systems.
The Hartstone benchmark [Wei89, Kam91, Wei92, Ujv97] builds on the traditional
component level synthetic benchmarks by incorporating them into a framework that
provides periodic and aperiodic activation of distributed, time constrained
communicating tasks. The authors show how to use the benchmark to evaluate system
software (real-time O.S. and real-time language run-time system), host hardware,
communication system software, node communication hardware, and physical
channel characteristics and protocols. The primary use of Hartstone is to determine
the workloads under which these various components of the real-time platform “break
down”; this is done by incrementally increasing workload (sizes of messages, number
of tasks sending/receiving messages, number of messages) until a real-time QoS
violation occurs.
Like Hartstone, SWSL [Kis94] and SW [Kis96] provide distributed,
communicating periodic and aperiodic tasks that use synthetic workloads. However,
the authors provide a more comprehensive framework than in [Wei89, Kam91,
Wei92, Ujv97]. Workloads are described using SWSL (synthetic workload
specification language) and then compiled by SWG (synthetic workload generator) to
produce executables for all processors in a distributed or parallel system. SWSL
specifications are compact and flexible, employing data flow graphs at the task level
and control constructs and synthetic operations at the operation level. To allow rapid
specification of large concurrent systems, SWSL allows instantiation of
parameterized objects, and specification of the task-to-processor mapping. Stochastic
workloads are generated at run-time via random number generators with specific
distributions and parameters. (SWSL provides a library of random number generators
with various distributions.) To reduce the time required to perform multiple
experiments, SWSL supports a multiple run facility, which uses a set of static
parameters to drive a set of test runs.
While there has been significant work performed in benchmarking and synthetic
workload generation for real-time systems, DynBench addresses some important
issues that have not been dealt with previously. We extend the workload models of
Hartstone and SW/SWSL beyond periodics and aperiodics, by including transient
periodics (or quasi-continuous paths [Wel98a]). To test dynamic QoS and resource
management technology, DynBench applications are dynamically controllable and
dynamically relocatable; furthermore, they are dynamically replicable (for
survivability and scalability), so the number of replicas can vary arbitrarily at runtime under the control of QoS and resource managers. Previous work did not support
dynamic adaptation: in Hartstone, a QoS violation causes the test to terminate; in

SWSL, objects can be replicated, but the number of software components as well as
the locations where they execute are fixed statically. The variations in workload can
be stochastic in SWSL; in Hartstone, workload can be increased incrementally until a
QoS violation occurs. DynBench permits workload to increase and to decrease
dynamically, according to online user input, and according to user–defined
experiment scenario files; these workload variations can be fully dynamic, i.e., they
need not be constrained by time-invariant statistical distributions. Another obvious
distinction of DynBench is that it employs real workloads (with features similar to
those described in [Dav80, Mol90, Kav92, Har94, Wel96]), instead of synthetic
workloads, avoiding the problems of (1) obtaining a realistic synthetic workload and
(2) accurately characterizing a realistic workload and its low-level data-dependent
behaviors. Also, this has the advantage of allowing a user to “see” that the appropriate
QoS is being delivered to the benchmark application system by observing its tactical
behavior. (In the C3I Parallel Benchmark [Met96], real workloads are also employed
for seven subsystems: terrain masking, hypothesis testing, route optimization, plottrack assignment, synthetic aperture radar imaging, threat analysis, decision support
systems and map-image correlation. However, due to their classified nature, the realtime versions of those benchmarks are only available to U.S. government employees
and their contractors.) DynBench also provides instrumentation support necessary for
resource and QoS management, a feature not found in previous work. Additionally,
we have used the “computing cornerstones” presented in [Mast95] as a basis for
defining a set of metrics for assessing QoS and resource management technology; and
we provide an environment that automatically gathers the metrics.

DynBench Framework
Fig. 2 illustrates the DynBench framework. The DynBench framework controls
the dynamic behavior of the benchmark in a repeatable way and collects performance
assessment metrics for evaluation of QoS and RM technologies. The lower four
components (benchmark, experiment generator, program control, and monitor)
comprise the DynBench benchmark suite. The benchmark suite is used to evaluate
any QoS/RM technology, represented by the QoS/RM services components.
The benchmark component is a distributed real-time control system designed to
behave in a dynamic manner. Application instrumentation data collected from the
benchmark goes to the monitor component, which calculates QoS metrics from the
data. The monitor also takes instrumentation data from the QoS/RM services and
calculates assessment metrics, storing them in the assessment metrics file. The
QoS/RM services components represent the middle-ware components that perform
QoS negotiation and resource management based on the QoS metrics provided by the
monitor. The experiment generator allows the user to create multiple instances of the
benchmark application. This also allows the user to dynamically change the
characteristic behavior of the benchmark system at run-time. The meta spec file is
provided to the experiment generator for creating different instances of the
benchmark. The commands file allows the user to dynamically change the behavioral
characteristics of the benchmark systems and that of the hardware platform in a
deterministic and repeatable manner. The spec file describes the software QoS
requirements as well as the hosts and networks that make up the distributed system.
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Fig. 2. The DynBench framework.

Benchmark:
The dynamic path paradigm [Wel96, Welch97a] provides a convenient abstraction
for capturing the characteristics of dynamic real-time systems. In this paradigm, a
path consists of a set of large-grain communicating programs with end-to-end QoS
requirements. Fig. 3 depicts a typical real-time control system, such as an anti-air
defense, a robotics, or an autonomous vehicle system. Control systems perform
actions in response to conditions detected in the environment that they inhabit. They
typically consist of sensors that monitor external conditions, and a situation
assessment path that filters, correlates and evaluates the sensor data. Events detected
by the situation assessment path activate the engagement path that plans and initiates
responses via actuators. This in turn activates the monitor and guide path that guides
the actions to successful completion. The processing performed by a control system
depends on the environment in several ways. The load of the situation assessment
path at any point in time is a function of the number of environmental elements
detected by the sensors. The loads of the engagement path and the monitor and guide
path depend on the rate at which environmental events occur. Thus, the characteristics
of a control system’s environment are important engineering considerations, making
such a system ideal as a dynamic benchmark for distributed real-time systems.
Using the dynamic path paradigm, the DynBench benchmark application is
modeled after typical distributed real-time military applications such as an air defense
subsystem. Fig. 4 shows the three dynamic paths from the DynBench benchmark
application. The detect path (path 1) is a continuous path that performs the role of

examining radar sensor data (radar tracks) and detecting potential threats to a
defended entity. The sensor data are filtered by software and are passed to two
evaluation components, one is software and the other is a human operator. The
detection may be performed manually, automatically, or semi-automatically
(automatic detection with manual approval of engagement recommendation). When a
threat is detected and confirmed, the transient engage path (path 2) is activated,
resulting in the firing of a missile to engage the threat. After a missile is in flight, the
quasi-continuous guide missile path (path 3) uses sensor data to track the threat, and
issues guidance commands to the missile. The guide missile path involves sensor
hardware, software for filtering/sensing, software for evaluating and deciding,
software for acting, and actuator hardware.
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Fig. 3. A typical path-based real-time control system application.
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Fig. 4. The DynBench dynamic paths.

The real-time characteristics of the three paths are as follows. The continuous
detect path is a data-driven path, with desired end-to-end cycle latencies for

evaluating radar track data and detecting potential threats. The sensor data are
provided to the path periodically, but the periodicity can change dynamically. For
example, if a potential threat is detected, the frequency of sensing may increase.
The transient engage path is a sporadic, high-priority, “one-time” path. It is
activated by an event from the detect path. Each time the engage path is activated, it
executes only once. There is an end-to-end QoS timeliness objective on the engage
path that typically has a higher priority than the timeliness QoS of the detect path or
the guide missile path.
The guide missile path is transient periodic (or quasi-continuous) in the sense that
it is sporadically activated and deactivated; but when active, it behaves like a
continuous path. It is activated by the missile launch event. Once activated, the path
continuously issues guidance commands to the missile until it detonates. Thus, the
guide missile path is an example of a quasi-continuous path. The required completion
time for one iteration is dynamically determined based on characteristics of the threat.
For example, a fast moving, nearby threat will require issuing more frequent guidance
commands than a slower-moving threat that is farther away.
QoS Specification
The DeSiDeRaTa environment includes a specification language called D-Spec
[Welch98a] that is used for specification of QoS requirements of distributed systems,
such as DynBench, that operate in unknown environments. D-Spec is useful for
describing real-time QoS requirements in terms of end-to-end paths through
application programs.
Experiment Generator:
In addition to the benchmark application described in the previous section, the
DynBench framework includes an experiment scenario generator, which allows
construction of multiple instances of the benchmark application using a meta spec
file. Further, it allows dynamic changes to the behavioral characteristics of the
benchmark systems and that of the hardware platform in a deterministic and
repeatable manner using a commands file. The commands file contains a description
of a set of events as a function of time. These events include increasing/decreasing
the tactical load, killing a program or a host, and increasing/decreasing the load of a
host or a network subsystem. The generator interfaces with the program control and
resource manager components of the middle-ware, and the benchmark.
Monitor and Program Control:
The Quality of Service (QoS) being received by the DynBench benchmark
applications is constantly monitored and passed to the QoS and RM services at their
path and subpath levels of abstraction. The path and program latencies are currently
the main QoS objectives monitored by the QoS monitor. Similarly, the monitor gets
performance data from the QoS/RM services (such as latency of RM operations),
computes QoS services assessment metrics, and outputs the metrics to the assessment
metrics file. There is a QoS Monitor for each path in the subsystem.
The main

objective of the Program Control is to communicate a program failure to the RM
services or start execution of a program on a host as specified by the Resource
Manager.

QoS Assessment Metrics
In order to evaluate different QoS and RM services in distributed real-time
systems, there is a need for a set of standard performance metrics. In this section we
define the desirable attributes of such performance metrics. Some of these metrics are
already implemented in the DeSiDeRaTa middle-ware services using the DynBench
application as a testbed. Other metrics are in the process of being implemented. We
propose the following QoS/RM services assessment metrics [Mast95]:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Performance
Performance metrics for QoS/RM services include latencies of different
components, whether or not the latencies are bounded and deterministic,
complexity of the QoS/RM components, and overhead of the QoS/RM
operations.
Accuracy
Another set of assessment metrics include the degree of accuracy of the
QoS/RM services operations in terms of monitoring, detecting, predicting (future
trends), and diagnosing application ills.
Capacity / Scalability
QoS/RM services can be distinguished by maximum capacities for handling
faults, tactical load, software components, and hardware components.
Quality
This is probably one of the most important (as well as one of the most difficult
to measure) assessment metrics for evaluation of QoS/RM services. A quality
metric may include QoS violation rate, ratio of QoS to resources consumed,
stability of the QoS/RM services, and sensitivity of a chosen allocation to:
hardware faults, increased tactical load, or increased number of programs.
Survivability
Is the QoS/RM service itself fault-tolerant and survivable?
Openness
Does the QoS/RM service have an open architecture, allowing different
components to be mixed and matched?
Intrusiveness
This metric measures the degree of intrusiveness of the QoS/RM service on
the design, development and fielding of applications.
Testability / Verifiability
Is the QoS/RM service easily testable and verifiable?

Experimental Results
We have used the DeSiDeRaTa [Ravin98a-b, Welch97a, Welch98a-d] middleware testbed to conduct different experiments with the DynBench benchmark suite.
The experimental system parameters and environment are summarized as follows.
The distributed network of hosts consists of two Sun Sparc5 workstations (170MHZ
processor, 32 MB RAM, 2GB disk, and Sun Solaris 2.5.1 configurations), named
virginia and nujersy; and two Sun Ultra Sparc I workstations (167MHZ processor,
128MB RAM, 2GB disk, and Sun Solaris 2.5.1 configurations) named texas and
desidrta. The four hosts are connected via a 10/100MB per second Ethernet network.
The HCI runs under Windows NT on a Pentium Class machine. The DynBench
application consists of the situation assessment path with a latency deadline of 1
second.
This section presents scenarios showing system behavior for the DynBench
situation assessment path under 3 different run-time conditions. In two scenarios, the
DeSiDeRaTa adaptive resource management middle-ware monitors the real-time QoS
of the DynBench application, detects QoS violations, diagnoses cause(s) of poor QoS,
and recovers accordingly. In these experiments, the QoS is measured along one
dimension, the latency of a path. Experiments that consider survivability QoS are
also performed. Throughout these experiments we demonstrate how DynBench can
be used to evaluate adaptive resource allocation technology in a dynamic real-time
client-server-based system.
In the first test, we examined the scalability capabilities of DynBench and the
DeSiDeRaTa middle-ware. The idea is that if we fix all DynBench and system
parameters, but increase the tactical load (number of sensed tracks), then the middleware should detect this condition and scale up the DynBench program(s) that is the
bottleneck. Fig. 5 depicts the results of this experiment. Here the observed situation
assessment path latency is shown as a function of the DynBench cycles. The situation
assessment path latency is set to 1 Sec. (1000 milli-sec) and is shown as a straight
line. Initially, the Sensor, and Evaluate and Decide (ED) programs run on nujersy,
Filter Manager (FM) and Evaluate and Decide Manger (EDM) run on virginia, and
one copy of the Filter (FL) runs on texas. The middle-ware components are
distributed among the four hosts.
During the first 26 cycles, the tactical load (number of sensed tracks) is set to 1000
and the path is running with latencies below the threshold. At cycle 27, using the
experiment generator component of the DynBench, we increased the tactical load by
500. Note that the path latency increases above the threshold because of this dynamic
change in the input data set size. The QoS Monitor component of the DeSiDeRaTa
middle-ware detects the QoS violation during the [27, 43] cycle interval. In order to
avoid threshing and filter out the noise from the observed QoS parameters, the QoS
manger is configured to diagnose a QoS violation if there are 15 violations in any
consecutive 20-cycle window. Once the QoS violation was diagnosed in cycle 43,
another copy of the FL and ED programs were initiated in desidrta, causing the
observed latency to fall below the threshold in the next cycle. This experiment shows
that DynBench is clearly scalable and such a capability can be used to evaluate the
scalability of distributed real-time middle-ware.
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Fig. 5. The situation assessment path latency in the scalability test scenario.

In the second experiment, we examined the adaptability capability of the
DeSiDeRaTa middleware. The idea is that if we fix all DynBench and system
parameters, but increase the load of a host, then the middle-ware should detect this
condition and perhaps move some of the DynBench programs to less loaded
computing resources. Fig. 6 depicts the results of this experiment. Initially, FM and
EDM programs run on nujersy, ED runs on virginia, and Sensor and FL run on
desidrta.
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Fig. 6. The situation assessment path latency in the adaptability test scenario.

During the first 33 cycles, the tactical load (number of sensed tracks) is set to 1000
and the path is running with latencies below the threshold. At cycle 34, using the
experiment generator component of the DynBench, we increase the load of the
desidrta host by running 5 copies of a 500x500 matrix multiply application. Note that
the path latency increases above the threshold because of this dynamic change in the

system resources. The QoS Monitor component of the DeSiDeRaTa middle-ware
detects the QoS violation during the [34, 49] cycle interval. Once the QoS violation is
diagnosed, the DeSiDeRaTa adaptive RM moves the FL program from desidrta to
nujersy and moves the EDM program from nujersy to virginia. These moves cause
the observed latency to fall below the threshold in the next cycle. This experiment
shows that DynBench's experiment generator can inject dynamic events (such as
increasing a host's load) during a distributed real-time application's execution; and
such a capability can be used to evaluate the adaptability of QoS and resource
management services in distributed real-time systems.
In the third experiment, we evaluated the survivability capability of the
DeSiDeRaTa middle-ware in terms of detecting faulted application programs and
restarting them. The idea is that if we use DynBench's experiment generator to kill an
application program, then the middle-ware should detect this condition and restart the
application. Fig. 7 presents the results of this experiment. Initially, the Sensor, FM,
ED and EDM programs run on desidrta and FL runs on nujersy.
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Fig. 7. The situation assessment path latency in the survivability test scenario.

At cycle 27, using the experiment generator component of the DynBench, we
killed the ED program on desidrta. The QoS Monitor component of the DeSiDeRaTa
middle-ware detects this condition in cycle 27 and restarts the ED on virginia in the
next cycle. DynBench programs are state-less applications; thus, the recovery process
is very quick. Once again, this experiment demonstrates the experiment generator's
ability to dynamically inject events (such as killing a program) during an application's
execution. Such a feature can be used to evaluate the fault detection and resolution
capability of QoS and resource management services in distributed real-time systems.
QoS Assessment Metrics Results
Currently DynBench is set up to collect and report the latencies of the QoS and
resource management services. Table 1 depicts the average latencies of a number of
DeSiDeRaTa service components over multiple runs of the middle-ware with

DynBench. It is quite clear that in case of DeSiDeRaTa, all the QoS and resource
management services take place in low hundreds of milli−sec., and the QoS violation
detection and decision-making process take place in less than 10 milli−sec.
Table 1. DeSiDeRaTa QoS assessment metrics.
Metric

Average Latency (in millisec.)

QoS violation detection

1

RM decision-making process

3

RM best host selection for allocation

120

Total RM response time

123

Application start-up time (network dependent)

213

To measure the intrusiveness of the middle-ware, a series of experiments were
conducted in which the real-time QoS of paths were measured in isolated and nonisolated conditions. The results show that the average maximal and minimal
intrusiveness have been determined to be 3.47% and 0.299% of the path latency,
respectively. Due to space limitations we are not able to present the details of these
experiments in this extended abstract.

Conclusion
In this paper we presented the architecture and framework for a benchmark suite,
called DynBench, that has been developed as part of the DeSiDeRaTa project.
DynBench is one of the first benchmarking efforts representing "dynamic" real-time
control systems. The benchmark suite is representative of the emerging generation of
distributed, mission-critical, real-time control systems which operate in dynamic
environments. The DynBench experiment generator framework takes into account the
dynamic behavior of the application as well as the distributed system on which it runs.
DynBench was shown to be useful for evaluation of the quality of service
management and/or resource management services in distributed real-time systems.
We presented experimental results that validated DynBench as a credible benchmark
for distributed real-time systems. As such, DynBench includes a set of performance
metrics for the evaluation of the QoS and RM technologies in dynamic distributed
real-time systems. The paper demonstrated the successful application of DynBench
in evaluation of DeSiDeRaTa QoS management middle-ware.
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